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PROCEDURAL ARBITRATION DECISION 
 

 On February 23, 2004, Verizon-Rhode Island (“VZ-RI”) filed a petition for 

arbitration to amend interconnection agreements (“ICAs”) between VZ-RI and 

competitive local exchange carriers (“CLECs”) and between VZ-RI and commercial 

mobile radio service providers (“wireless carriers”) in Rhode Island.  VZ-RI claimed that 

the proposed amendments would implement changes in VZ-RI’s network unbundling 

obligations promulgated in the FCC’s Triennial Review Order (“TRO”).  VZ-RI’s 

proposed amendments change specific terms and conditions; impose general conditions; 

contain a glossary; change obligations as to loops, subloops, circuit switching, 

signaling/databases and interoffice facilities; and clarified requirements related to 

providing combined unbundled network elements (“UNEs”), routine network 

modifications and non-conforming facilities. 

 Various CLECs filed answers to VZ-RI’s petition for arbitration on March 15, 

2004 and March 16, 2004.  These CLECs were AT&T, MCI, Sprint, Conversent and two 

coalitions of CLECs that both referred to themselves as the Competitive Carrier 

Coalition.  (“CCC”).1  Sprint and the Swidler CCC filed separate motions to dismiss VZ-

                                                 
1 In order to avoid confusion, the CCC represented by the law firm of Adler, Pollock & Sheehan will be 
referred to as the “Adler CCC” while the CCC represented by the law firm of Swidler, Berlin, Shereff, 
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RI’s request for arbitration. Essentially, Sprint and the Swidler CCC made jointly or 

separately six arguments in favor of dismissing VZ-RI’s petition.  The arguments are as 

follows:  (1)  a recent decision by the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals2 has reversed or 

remanded portions of the TRO rendering an arbitration regarding ICA amendments to 

implement the TRO a waste of administrative resources; (2) VZ-RI did not comply with 

the procedural requirements of Section 252 of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 

(“Act”) or this Commission’s Arbitration Rules regarding ICA arbitrations; (3) VZ-RI 

failed to negotiate in good faith with Sprint; (4) VZ-RI failed to comply with the change 

of law provisions contained in Sprint’s ICA with VZ-RI; (5) the TRO does not constitute 

an effective change of law because the FCC’s approval of the Bell Atlantic/GTE merger 

requires VZ to continue to provide current UNEs until the date of a final, non-appealable 

judicial decision regarding UNEs; and (6) the amendments relating to the terms and rates 

for VZ-RI’s routine network modifications should be dismissed because the TRO only 

clarified that VZ-RI is currently required to make these modifications, and argued that 

VZ-RI’s current TELRIC rates compensate VZ-RI for these modifications.  On March 

31, 2004, the Adler CCC, Conversent, and AT&T agreed with Swidler CCC’s motion to 

dismiss as it pertains to VZ-RI’s routine network modifications.  Also, Sprint, Conversent 

and AT&T agreed with Swidler CCC’s motion to dismiss as it pertains to VZ-RI’s 

obligation under the FCC’s Bell Atlantic/GTE Merger Order.  However, AT&T 

requested to move forward as to other issues and MCI opposed Swidler CCC’s motion to 

dismiss. 

                                                                                                                                                 
Friedman will be referred to as the “Swidler CCC.”  In addition, Verizon Wireless stated it would be soon 
filing a stipulation of dismissal.  Also, RNK Telecom indicated their desire to participate in the arbitration. 
2 United States Telecom Ass’n v. FCC, Case No. 00-1012 (D.C. Circuit March 2, 2004). 
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On March 22 and 26, 2004, VZ-RI filed responses in opposition to Sprint and the 

Swidler CCC’s motions to dismiss.  In response to the arguments of Sprint and the 

Swidler CCC, VZ-RI argued as follows: (1) many aspects of the TRO were affirmed by 

the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals; (2) to the extent VZ-RI did not comply with the 

procedural requirements of an arbitration, VZ-RI noted that this is a unique industry-wide 

proceeding required by the TRO and dismissal would be too draconian a remedy;  (3) 

VZ-RI did not purposefully avoid meaningful discussion of Sprint’s proposals and 

dismissal of the arbitration as to Sprint would be inefficient because there will be 

consolidated arbitration as to other CLECs; (4) the TRO mandates an arbitration pursuant 

to Section 252 of the Act timetable even if an ICA contains a change of law provision; 

(5) the Bell Atlantic/GTE merger condition relating to continuing UNEs expired on July 

2003, did not apply to an appeal from the TRO, and was superseded by the TRO itself; 

and (6) changes in FCC’s rules regarding routine network maintenance requires changes 

to ICAs. 

On March 30, 2004, the Swidler CCC responded to VZ-RI’s opposition to its 

motion to dismiss.  The Swidler CCC argued that the July 2003 sunset provision does not 

apply to UNE obligations and that the TRO did not specifically address the Bell Atlantic/ 

GTE merger issue.  It noted that of the Regional Bell Operating Companies (“RBOCs”), 

only VZ is seeking to arbitrate a TRO amendment at this time.  VZ-RI filed an additional 

response on April 5, 2004 clarifying its arguments. 

On March 26, 2004, at the request of the Arbitrator, VZ-RI filed revisions to its 

ICA Amendment to reflect the D.C. Circuit’s decision to reverse or remand various 

portions of the TRO.  On April 5, 2004, AT&T filed a motion to dismiss or strike VZ-
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RI’s revisions to the ICA to reflect the recent D.C. Circuit decision.  AT&T argued that 

the D. C. Circuit Court’s decision will not go into effect until May 2004 and, therefore it 

is not applicable law. Also, AT&T argued VZ-RI must comply with the change of law 

provision of its ICA.  On April 7, 2004, VZ-RI filed a response opposing AT&T’s motion 

to strike or dismiss the updated TRO amendments. 

ARBITRATOR’S FINDINGS 

The Telecommunications Act of 1996 was passed by Congress to promote 

competition and reduce regulation.  Instead, it has increased the work of regulators and 

encouraged attorneys in offering differing interpretations.  As noted by Justice Scalia, this 

legislation “is in many respects a model of ambiguity or indeed even self-contradiction”.3  

Congress’ attempt to replace predictable state regulation of local telephone monopolies 

with federally mandated local telephone competition has created chaos in the regulatory 

universe.  According to Hesiod, the ancient Greek poet, in the beginning was Chaos, 

which in turn gave birth to, among other things, the Underworld, where some mortals are 

tormented for eternity.4  VZ-RI’s petition for arbitration to implement the FCC’s TRO in 

the ICA is an invitation to this Arbitrator and Commission to enter this underworld.  

Numerous CLECs have urged this Arbitrator to deny VZ-RI’s petition for arbitration and 

not undertake this odyssey into the underworld.  This Arbitrator will accept this invitation 

but only for the brief tour that clever Ulysses experienced.5 

The CLECs raised six arguments in support of dismissing VZ-RI’s petition for 

arbitration.  The first issue to be considered is the failure to negotiate in good faith raised 

by Sprint only.  The duty to negotiate in good faith in relation to ICAs is explicit under 

                                                 
3 AT&T v. Iowa Utilities Bd., 525 U.S. 366 (1999). 
4 Hesiod, Theogony, verses 116-123. 
5 Homer, The Odyssey, Book XI. 
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Section 251 and Section 252 of the Act and the Commission’s Arbitration Rule 3(f).   

Sprint has submitted a sworn affidavit from John Weyforth, a Sprint employee, stating 

that on October 29, 2003, Sprint made proposed revisions to VZ-RI’s TRO amendments 

to its ICA and that as of March 9, 2004, VZ had neither accepted nor rejected Sprint’s 

proposed revisions.6  Furthermore, it appears VZ waited until February 12, 2004, about 

ten days before the filing of the petition, to have a detailed conference call with Sprint to 

discuss Sprint’s proposed revisions and even then, VZ’s representatives indicated they 

needed to speak to “higher attorneys”.   

VZ-RI acknowledged that Sprint did respond to VZ’s request for ICA 

negotiations but that VZ did not purposefully avoid meaningful discussion with Sprint.  

Instead, VZ claims it rejected Sprint’s changes, but has not provided any documentation 

indicating that it formally rejected Sprint’s proposed revisions to the TRO amendments.  

Further, VZ indicated it “may disagree with the particulars of Sprint’s account of the 

parties’ discussion with respect to the TRO amendment.”7  

Based on the pleadings, Sprint has made a prima facie case that VZ did not make 

a good faith effort in negotiating with Sprint. VZ-RI failed to rebut Sprint’s prima facie 

case because it can not categorically deny Sprint’s factual assertions but can only state it 

“may disagree with the particulars” of Sprint’s affidavit.  It is quite possible that VZ-RI 

has formally rejected Sprint’s proposed revisions, but it may have done so only after the 

petition was filed.  This is not a good faith effort to negotiate.  When a party fails to make 

a sufficient effort to negotiate and resolve issues prior to arbitration, it is a disservice to 

                                                 
6 Sprint’s Motion to Dismiss, Attachment 1 (Affidavit). 
7 VZ-RI’s Response to Sprint’s Motion to Dismiss, p. 6. 
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the CLEC and the Arbitrator because it requires all to address issues that could possibly 

have been resolved before going to arbitration. 

VZ-RI raises the counter-argument that if Sprint is dismissed then it would have 

to re-initiate negotiations with Sprint later or have a separate arbitration for Sprint.  

Accordingly, VZ-RI indicated it would be more efficient to conduct a consolidated 

arbitration which includes Sprint.  VZ-RI raises a legitimate concern.  Assuming the 

arbitration proceeds, VZ-RI fails to recognize that a separate arbitration for Sprint may 

never occur because Sprint could simply request the ICA terms and conditions that arise 

from this arbitration.  In other words, Sprint can focus its resources on negotiating with 

VZ while VZ can arbitrate with the other CLECs and negotiate with Sprint separately.  

Once an arbitration decision is reached, Sprint could accept the ICA arising from the 

arbitration decision instead of pursuing arbitration for itself. This approach is less 

efficient for VZ-RI, but it is more efficient for Sprint and probably will have no impact 

on the Arbitrator and/or Commission’s time and resources.  VZ should not be rewarded 

for the negotiating tactics it apparently used with Sprint.  A duty to make a good faith 

effort to negotiate precedes a right to arbitration.  VZ-RI can not “skip a step” because it 

would be more efficient for it to arbitrate with all CLECs all at once rather than negotiate 

with individual CLECs.  Accordingly, Sprint’s motion to dismiss as to VZ-RI’s petition 

to arbitrate with Sprint is granted.  VZ-RI is directed to reinitiate negotiations with 

Sprint.8 

The Arbitrator will now consider the arguments raised by the Swidler CCC in its 

motion to dismiss.  The first issue is the effect of the recent D.C. Circuit Court decision 

                                                 
8 The Arbitrator will consider any other motions to dismiss by any CLEC in this proceeding on the basis of 
lack of good faith negotiation by VZ if the CLEC can present evidence that rises to the level Sprint has 
presented.   
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on the issues subject to this arbitration.  The Swidler CCC is correct that portions of the 

TRO has been remanded and could soon be vacated.  This Commission, at the request of 

VZ-RI, has already stayed further proceedings in the TRO docket due to the recent D.C. 

Circuit decision.9  However, VZ-RI has correctly noted that certain portions of the FCC’s 

TRO were affirmed by the D.C. Circuit.10  Therefore, the Arbitrator and the Commission 

could proceed to change in ICAs in order to effectuate those portions of the TRO that will 

not soon be vacated by the D.C. Circuit.  The Commission stayed its TRO proceedings 

because they pertained to aspects of the TRO that were reversed and remanded to the 

FCC.  The Swidler CCC raised a valid concern that this ICA arbitration would be 

conducted on a piecemeal basis and with a fog of legal uncertainty surrounding it.  

Unfortunately, the status of telecommunications law is normally uncertain.  Because a 

portion of the FCC’s TRO has not been reversed, it is the law and needs to be 

implemented. 

AT&T has made a motion to dismiss or strike VZ-RI’s updated TRO 

amendments.  AT&T’s motion to strike is moot because the Arbitrator, sua sponte, will 

now strike VZ-RI’s updated TRO amendments. AT&T argues that the updated TRO 

amendments are not ripe because the D.C. Circuit Court’s vacatur is not in effect.  

Technically, AT&T is correct. However, the recently adopted Commission policy is not 

to attempt to implement law that will shortly be void.11  It would be silly and an 

extremely inefficient use of resources to implement a law that will soon become invalid.  

AT&T also argues that these updated TRO amendments do not comply with the change 

of law provisions of its ICA.  This argument is similar in some respects to one of Sprint’s 

                                                 
9 Order No. 17790, pp. 5-6. 
10 VZ-RI’s Opp. to Swidler CCC’s Motion to Dismiss, p. 9. 
11 Order No. 17990, pp. 5-6. 
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arguments for dismissal based on failure to conform with change of law provisions of its 

ICA.  This argument is not persuasive.  It appears that the FCC’s TRO indicated that an 

ICA arbitration is appropriate “even in instances where a change of law provision 

exists.”12  Therefore, an ICA arbitration can be a forum to implement a change of law 

provision.  Also, AT&T has misunderstood the purpose of an updated TRO amendment.  

An updated TRO amendment would not constitute a change of law triggered by the 

recent D.C. Circuit decision.  Instead, it would merely not implement the change of law 

made by the FCC’s TRO relating to issues recently reversed, remanded and soon to be 

vacated by the D.C. Circuit. 

Unfortunately, VZ-RI seems to have also misunderstood the purpose of the 

updated TRO amendments.  The purpose of the updated TRO amendments are not to add 

“a simple adjective” such as “conditional”.  Also, it is not to recognize a specific 

“obligation to provide mass market switching—even though the D. C. Circuit’s vacatur 

of the TRO would remove the obligation.”13  VZ-RI requested that the Commission not 

engage in a TRO proceeding on issues reversed and remanded back to the FCC such as 

mass market switching.  Now, VZ-RI is asking the Arbitrator to implement changes of 

law through an arbitration relating to issues reversed and remanded back to the FCC.  The 

inconsistency is audacious.  Possibly, VZ-RI misunderstood the Arbitrator’s request at 

the procedural conference.  VZ tends to prefer directions from this Commission to be 

written.  Accordingly, VZ-RI is directed to file, by April 15, 2004, updated TRO 

amendments to ICAs which remove from consideration in this arbitration any definition, 

                                                 
12 FCC’s TRO, paragraph 704. 
13 VZ-RI’s Opp. to AT&T’s Motion to Strike, p. 2. 
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condition, or transition relating to concepts or obligations such as mass market switching 

that was reversed, remanded and soon to be vacated by the D.C. Circuit.   

A review of the final paragraphs of the D.C. Circuit’s decision indicates that the 

following have been remanded and will soon be vacated:  the impairment of mass market 

switching and dedicated transport (DS1, DS3, and dark fiber), the impairment of 

dedicated transport for wireless carriers, and the distinction between qualifying and non-

qualifying services. Accordingly, consistent with the stay in Docket No. 3550, this 

Arbitrator will not consider any issues related to these reversed, remanded and soon to be 

vacated decisions.  Since the FCC is now considering these issues, the definitions, 

conditions and transitions related to these issues are likely to change.  It is an immense 

waste of resources to arbitrate obligations likely to be changed by the FCC.  Of course, 

the Arbitrator would include these remanded issues in this arbitration at a later date if 

there is a significant change in circumstances such as new guidance from the FCC, or if 

the D. C. Circuit decision is reversed or indefinitely stayed. 

VZ-RI, AT&T, and MCI, among others, may want to proceed to implement 

changes to their ICA agreements to reflect reversed, remanded and soon to be vacated 

provisions of the FCC’s TRO by claiming a right to arbitration.  They can do so either 

through arbitration in other states where those commissions are going forward with TRO 

proceedings or they may make strenuous efforts to compromise through negotiation.  

Their right to arbitration in this state on these issues is not ripe and is contrary to the 

principle of judicial economy.  Once some of the parties have agreed to TRO 

amendments reached either through negotiation or ordered by arbitration in another state, 

the parties can file the ICA with this Commission for approval.  What these certain 
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parties will not be permitted to do is to expend the Arbitrator and/or Commission’s time 

in arbitrating ICA amendments based on speculative, hypothetical or fanciful discussions 

as to what the FCC or the courts will do.  The Arbitrator will take a pass on joining this 

metaphysical discussion group. 

To further clarify, the current terms of ICAs with CLECs for which VZ-RI has 

petitioned for arbitration can continue in effect as written in regards to those issues 

reversed, remanded and soon to be vacated by the D.C. Circuit Court.14  In other words, 

the status quo prevails.  This is consistent with the Commission’s recent order in the TRO 

docket.15  Accordingly, the Swidler CCC’s motion to dismiss as it relates to the D.C. 

Circuit decision is granted as to any issue reversed, remanded and soon to be vacated by 

the D.C. Circuit Court.  This ruling applies to this arbitration with all CLECs in this 

docket.  By April 15, 2004, VZ-RI is to update its petition in conformance with the 

instructions above as they relate to the recent D. C. Circuit decision.  Failure to comply 

will result in an automatic stay of further proceedings in this arbitration.   

The next issue raised by Swidler CCC’s motion to dismiss relates to VZ-RI’s 

request to include the subject of routine network modifications in its petition for 

arbitration.  VZ-RI argues that the TRO effected a change of law by requiring VZ to 

make routine network modifications.  Furthermore, VZ-RI argued that it is not properly 

compensated at current TELRIC rates to provide these routine network modifications.16 

VZ-RI is incorrect as to its first argument.  The FCC did not impose a new 

obligation on VZ-RI to undertake routine network modifications for CLECs.  It merely 

                                                 
14 Of course, a few changes to terms and conditions may be necessary.  For instance, the terms and 
conditions related to switching will need to be altered in order to implement the D.C. Circuit’s affirmation 
of the TRO’s elimination of enterprise switching as a UNE under Section 251 of the Act.   
15 Order No. 17990, p. 7. 
16 VZ-RI’s Reply in Opp. to the Swidler CCC’s Motion to Dismiss, pp. 8-9. 
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resolved the controversy as to whether VZ-RI had to perform routine network 

modifications for CLECs and then adopted rules to clarify exactly what constituted a 

routine network modification and associated obligations.  If the TRO really did constitute 

a change of law and created a completely new legal obligation for VZ-RI, the question 

must be asked as to why, for so many years, did VZ-RI make routine network 

modifications at TELRIC rates?  As noted by Conversent, prior to May 2001, VZ-RI 

routinely provisioned Conversent’s DS1 loops at existing TELRIC rates whenever such 

routine modifications to existing VZ facilities was necessary.  Only after May 2001, VZ-

RI began rejecting Conversent’s DS1 orders on the basis of “no facilities”.  In the Rhode 

Island Section 271 proceeding, this issue was raised by Conversent.  However, VZ-RI 

agreed to provide these services initially at a special access rate and then convert the rates 

to TELRIC rates at a later date.17  VZ-RI made routine network modifications at TELRIC 

rates for many years.  Undoubtedly, VZ-RI performed these tasks because of some legal 

obligation under federal or state law whether it be in ICAs, tariffs, regulatory orders or 

statutes.  VZ-RI is an aggressive competitor; it would not provision wholesale services 

merely out of compassion for unfortunate, little CLECs.  The FCC’s TRO by its 

language, and as exhibited by VZ-RI’s conduct over the years, did not create a new legal 

obligation for VZ-RI to perform but merely clarified an old pre-existing obligation.  

Accordingly, there is no need to alter the current terms and conditions in ICAs, as they 

relate to VZ-RI’s obligation to perform routine network modifications for CLECs at 

TELRIC rates because VZ-RI is already required under ICAs to provide UNEs at 

TELRIC rates. 

                                                 
17 Conversent’s Answer, pp. 25-26; Conversent’s Comments, p. 10; and Order No. 16815, pp. 129-132, 
135-136. 
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As a result, the real issue of routine network modifications is one of price.  St. 

Paul once declared that the love of money is the root of all evil.18  He certainly was not 

exaggerating when it comes to litigation related to TELRIC pricing.  VZ-RI claims that 

the TRO allows VZ-RI to obtain cost recovery of routine network modifications through 

TELRIC rates and that VZ-RI’s current TELRIC rates do not cover the costs of these 

modifications.  As expected, the CLECs argue to the contrary.  At the outset, the 

Arbitrator must address VZ-RI’s argument that this issue is inappropriate for a motion to 

dismiss, but instead must be resolved during the course of the proceeding.19  In general a 

motion to dismiss can be considered the equivalent of a motion to dismiss in civil 

procedure under Rule 12(b)(6) for failure to state a claim upon which relief can be 

granted.  In this instance, the Arbitrator can not make a finding that VZ-RI lacks a basis 

to claim that VZ-RI’s current TELRIC rates do not recover the costs associated with 

routine network modifications.  However, the Arbitrator will note that VZ-RI’s current 

TELRIC rates were based on interim UNE rates adopted by the Commission on August 

18, 1999, and that these UNE rates were the result of a settlement entered into between 

VZ-RI and the Division of Public Utilities and Carriers (“Division”), which was 

supported to some extent by Conversent.20  Subsequent to the settlement, until May 2001, 

it appears VZ-RI provided these routine network modifications at TELRIC rates to 

CLECs such as Conversent without any indication that these TELRIC rates did not 

compensate VZ-RI for these routine network modifications.   

In any case, the motion to dismiss is not appropriate under the equivalent of a 

Rule 12(b)(6) motion but it would be appropriate under the equivalent of a Rule 12(b)(1), 

                                                 
18 I Timothy, Ch. 6, verse 10. 
19 VZ-RI’s Opp. to Swidler CCC’s Motion to Dismiss, p. 5, fn. 5. 
20 Order No. 15976 and Order No. 16815, p. 43. 
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or 12(b)(3) motion for dismissal based on lack of subject matter jurisdiction or improper 

venue.  This type of argument was implicitly raised by Conversent when it indicated that 

the issue of whether the current TELRIC rates adequately cover routine network 

modifications should not be considered in this arbitration proceeding but in the TELRIC 

proceeding in Docket No. 2681.21  Conversent is procedurally correct.  This is a pricing 

issue that is more appropriate for VZ-RI to raise in Docket No. 2681 for various reasons.  

First, the Division is not a party to this arbitration and their participation and view as to 

whether current TELRIC rates were intended to compensate VZ-RI for routine network 

modification is an important consideration.22  Second, the Division has always 

participated in TELRIC rate setting proceedings.23  Third, in a past arbitration, this 

Commission has affirmed this Arbitrator’s decision to deny VZ-RI’s request to alter the 

status quo for intercarrier compensation in an arbitration because of the need for Division 

participation.24  Fourth, even if VZ-RI were correct that current TELRIC rates do not 

compensate VZ-RI for routine network modifications, it is highly inefficient and 

awkward to conduct a mini-TELRIC proceeding in an arbitration to set new rates for 

routine network modifications.   

Possibly, VZ-RI does not see the inconsistency of conducting a mini-TELRIC 

proceeding in an arbitration to implement the TRO after requesting and obtaining a stay 

from the Commission in the TELRIC proceeding on the basis of the uncertainty created 

by the TRO.25  Maybe VZ-RI is not troubled by adopting an inconsistent position, but the 

                                                 
21 Conversent’s Comments, p. 11. 
22  Order No. 17524, pp. 75-78.  In this order, the Commission indicated various principles it follows in 
interpreting a settlement agreement such as intent and conduct of the settling parties. 
23 Accordingly, the Swidler CCC’s motion to dismiss would be appropriate under the equivalent of a Rule 
12(b)(7) motion for failure to join an indispensable party. 
24 Order No. 17193, pp. 25-26. 
25 Order No. 17990, pp. 2, 6-7. 
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Arbitrator is.  The Commission has stayed the fires of the TELRIC proceeding and this 

Arbitrator will not reignite it.  It is also consistent with maintaining the policy of the 

status quo.26  Accordingly, the Swidler CCC’s motion to dismiss as it relates to routine 

network modifications is granted on the basis that the appropriate forum for this issue is 

the TELRIC proceeding in Docket No. 2681.  This ruling applies to all CLECs in this 

arbitration.  The current ICAs already require VZ-RI to provide UNEs such as routine 

network modifications at TELRIC rates.  VZ-RI is directed to file revised TRO 

amendments to ICAs so as to eliminate any discussion of routine network modifications.  

VZ-RI is not precluded from raising the issue of routine network modifications in Docket 

No. 2681 or asking the Commission to lift its stay in the TELRIC docket immediately. 

The next issue to be addressed is whether the FCC’s conditions imposed on VZ as 

a result of the Bell Atlantic/GTE merger precludes VZ from terminating UNE obligations 

until the FCC’s TRO is final and not subject to further appeals.  If the merger conditions 

preclude VZ from terminating UNEs because the TRO is still subject to appeal, then this 

arbitration is not ripe.  This argument requires the Arbitrator, a mere state employee, to 

interpret and define the meaning behind the mysterious words of the FCC.   

The Swidler CCC suggested that this arbitration be held in abeyance until VZ 

obtains clarification from the FCC as to whether the Bell Atlantic/GTE merger conditions 

for UNEs are still in effect.  This is a very reasonable approach, but begs the question as 

to why the Swidler CCC or other CLECs themselves have not sought clarification from 

the FCC on this issue since the request for ICA negotiations was sent by VZ in October 

2003.  The law firm representing the Swidler CCC is in Washington, D.C. and could just 

as easily as VZ have filed a request for clarification. If the Swidler CCC is correct 
                                                 
26 Id., p. 7. 
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regarding its interpretation of the Bell Atlantic/GTE Merger Order, it is understandable 

why VZ would not have sought clarification from the FCC.  However, if the Swidler 

CCC believed its interpretation is correct, it should have requested a clarification from 

the FCC thereby ending ICA arbitrations across the nation and leaving only one 

proceeding at the FCC.  There are two possible reasons the CLECs did not request 

clarification from the FCC: either they stubbornly believed that the burden is on VZ to 

request clarification or they feared that the FCC’s clarification would favor VZ.  In any 

case, the Arbitrator urges any party to seek clarification from the FCC on this issue. 

The question now before the arbitrator is whether to proceed with the arbitration 

based on the best legal interpretation of the FCC’s orders this Arbitrator can make.  The 

FCC’s Bell Atlantic/GTE Merger Order indicated that:  

In order to reduce uncertainty to competing carriers from litigation that 
may arise in response to our orders in the UNE Remand and Line Sharing 
proceedings, from now until the date on which the Commission’s orders in 
those proceedings, and any subsequent proceedings, become final and 
non-appealable, Bell Atlantic and GTE will continue to make available to 
telecommunications carriers, in accordance with those orders, each UNE 
and combination of UNEs that is required under those orders, until the 
date of any final and non-appealable judicial decision that determines that 
Bell Atlantic/GTE is not required to provide the UNEs or combination of 
UNEs in all or a portion of its operating territory.  This condition only 
would have practical effect in the event that our rules adopted in the UNE 
Remand and Line Sharing proceedings are stayed or vacated.  Compliance 
with this condition includes pricing these UNEs at cost-based rates in 
accordance with the forward looking cost methodology first articulated by 
the Commission in the Local Competition Order, until the date of any final 
and non-appealable judicial decision that determines that Bell 
Atlantic/GTE is not required to provide such UNEs at cost-based rates.27   
 
The CLECs note that the TRO is an outgrowth of the remands by the D.C. Circuit 

relating to the FCC’s UNE Remand and Line Sharing Orders.  As a result, the CLECs 

argue that since the TRO constitutes a subsequent proceeding and the TRO is still subject 
                                                 
27 Bell Atlantic/GTE Merger Order, para. 316 
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to appeal, VZ is required to provide UNEs pursuant to the Bell Atlantic/GTE Merger 

Order regardless of Section 251 of the Act until the TRO is no longer subject to appeal.  

Accordingly, the CLECs argue that VZ-RI’s petition for arbitration is not ripe.28    On its 

face this is a very persuasive argument but VZ-RI responded with essentially three 

arguments of its own. 

First, VZ-RI seems to argue that the TRO was not a subsequent proceeding 

relating to the UNE Remand and Line Sharing orders, and therefore, the merger condition 

is not applicable.  In support of this argument VZ-RI cites a letter from an FCC staffer 

indicating that the Bell Atlantic/GTE merger condition in Paragraph 316 of the Bell 

Atlantic/GTE Merger Order requiring VZ to provide UNEs at TELRIC rates would end 

upon an adverse final decision by the U.S. Supreme Court on the FCC’s Order 

establishing TELRIC pricing for UNEs and not continue if it was remanded.  VZ seems 

to argue that because the FCC has interpreted VZ’s obligation to provide TELRIC prices 

under Paragraph 316 would not continue through subsequent proceedings after a remand 

then it must also hold true that VZ’s obligation to provide UNEs under Paragraph 316 

would not continue through subsequent proceedings after a remand.29  VZ-RI’s analysis 

is not correct.   

The FCC staffer indicated that VZ’s merger obligation to provide TELRIC 

pricing would end upon an adverse final decision by the U.S. Supreme Court on the 

Local Competition Order.  This was accurate because the last sentence of Paragraph 316 

in the Bell Atlantic/GTE Merger Order did not contain the additional condition of 

                                                 
28 Swidler CCC’s Motion to Dismiss, pp. 2-6. 
29 VZ-RI’s Opp. to Swidler CCC’s motion, pp. 3-4. 
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“subsequent proceedings” in regards to TELRIC pricing.30  The relevant sentence states: 

“Compliance with this condition includes pricing these UNEs at cost-based rates in 

accordance with the forward looking cost methodology first articulated by the 

Commission in the Local Competition Order, until the date of any final and non-

appealable judicial decision that determines that Bell Atlantic/GTE is not required to 

provide such UNEs at cost-based rates.”31  It is clear from the language of Paragraph 316 

that the additional “subsequent proceedings” condition only applied to the requirement 

that VZ provide UNEs and not the requirement that VZ provide them at TELRIC rates.  

Therefore, the FCC staffer carefully advised VZ that the TELRIC pricing obligation 

based on the merger condition would cease upon an adverse final decision by the 

Supreme Court on the TELRIC pricing issue arising from the Local Competition Order.  

The merger condition to provide UNEs, however, does specifically indicate “subsequent 

proceedings” and therefore would still be applicable through appeals from subsequent 

proceedings arising from the UNE Remand and Line Sharing Orders.  VZ-RI’s argument 

fails to persuade. 

The second argument raised by VZ-RI is that the merger condition requiring VZ 

to provide UNEs until a final non-appealable order is entered in any “subsequent 

proceeding” arising out of the FCC’s Line Sharing or UNE Remand orders sunseted in 

July 2003, 36 months after the Bell Atlantic/GTE merger closing date.32  The CLECs 

argue that the sunset provision is inapplicable to the UNE provisioning requirement of 

Paragraph 316 because the sunset provision does not apply “where other termination 

                                                 
30 Swidler CCC’s Reply to VZ-RI’s Opp., pp. 3-4. 
31 Bell Atlantic/GTE Merger Order, para. 316. 
32 VZ-RI’s Opp. to Swidler CCC’s Motion to Dismiss, p. 3. 
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dates are specifically established herein”.33  VZ-RI essentially countered that the date of a 

final non-appealable order arising from “subsequent proceedings” would not constitute a 

specific termination date under Paragraph 64 of the Bell Atlantic/GTE Merger Order, 

Appendix D.34   

Essentially, Paragraph 64 indicates that the Bell Atlantic/GTE merger conditions 

remain in effect for 36 months after the merger closing date “except where other 

termination dates are specifically established herein.”  The clear intent of this 

introductory phrase is to sunset all merger conditions, with the exception of those related 

to Advanced Services, which do not have a specific termination date.  The word 

“specifically” means “precise” or “definite”.35 Paragraph 316 provides that a merger 

condition will remain in effect until “the date” of a “final and non-appealable” judicial 

decision arising from “subsequent proceedings.”  The event referred to is specific. It is a 

“final and non-appealable” judicial decision.  However, the “date” is not specific because 

the event could occur on any date.  Paragraph 316 does not contain specific termination 

dates.  Instead, it contains specific events that terminate obligations. A specific event is 

not analogous to a specific termination date.  In Paragraph 64, the word “specifically” is 

clearly referring to “other termination dates”.  The intent of the sentence in Paragraph 64 

is to continue obligations with specific termination dates and not to continue obligations 

beyond 36 months when future events will occur at some unknown date.  If the FCC had 

omitted the word “specifically” in the introductory phrase of Paragraph 64 or had used 

the phrase “other terminating events or conditions” instead of “other termination dates” 

then the merger condition would remain in effect.  However, the phrase in Paragraph 64 

                                                 
33 Swidler CCC’s Reply to VZ-RI’s Opp., pp. 4-5. 
34 VZ-RI’s Reply in Opp. to Swidler CCC’s Motion to Dismiss, pp. 6-7. 
35 Black’s Law Dictionary, (6th), p.1398. 
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has the word “specifically” in reference to “other termination dates”.  A specific future 

event is not a specific date.  The sun has set on VZ’s obligation to provide UNEs under 

the Bell Atlantic/GTE Merger Order.  A new more uncertain day has dawned for the 

CLECs.  

Although the Arbitrator has been persuaded by VZ-RI’s second argument 

regarding the inapplicability of Paragraph 316 of the Bell Atlantic/GTE Merger Order, 

the Arbitrator will address VZ-RI’s third argument.  Essentially, VZ-RI argued that 

Paragraph 705 of the TRO implicitly repealed the requirement in Paragraph 316 of the 

Bell Atlantic/GTE Merger Order that VZ provide UNEs until there is a “final and non-

appealable” judicial decision arising from a “subsequent proceeding”.36  Specifically, the 

TRO indicates that provisions allowing only for modifications to ICAs when there are 

“final and unappealable judicial orders” should be interpreted to encompass the TRO  

because otherwise, “it would be unreasonable and contrary to public policy to preserve 

our prior rules for months or even years pending any reconsideration or appeal of this 

Order.”37  According to VZ-RI, the FCC’s apparent intent is that the new UNE 

obligations arising from the TRO become immediately effective for purposes of ICA 

change of law provisions instead after all appeals of the TRO are exhausted.  Thus, VZ-

RI seems to argue that Paragraph 316 of the Bell Atlantic/GTE Merger Order would have 

been implicitly repealed if it were still in effect.  

Certain CLECs argue that if there is a conflict in FCC orders regarding a specific 

provision, such as Bell Atlantic/GTE Merger Order Paragraph 316, and a general 

                                                 
36 VZ-RI’s Opp. to Swidler CCC’s Motion to Dismiss, pp. 4-5. 
37 TRO, paragraph 705. 
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provision, such as TRO Paragraph 705, the more specific provision prevails.38  This 

approach to interpretation is valid.   However, another equally valid approach is to give 

effect to the more recently approved provision and to find that the older provision was 

repealed by implication.39  Therefore, even if the condition in Paragraph 316 of the Bell 

Atlantic/GTE Merger Order has not been sunseted by Paragraph 64, it was implicitly 

repealed by Paragraph 705 of the TRO.  Accordingly, the Swidler CCC’s Motion to 

dismiss as it relates to the Bell Atlantic/GTE Merger Order is denied.  However, if the 

FCC were to render an opinion contrary to the interpretation in this decision, the 

Arbitrator would comply with the FCC’s interpretation. 

Lastly, the Swidler CCC argued for dismissal of VZ-RI’s arbitration petition 

because of VZ-RI’s failure to comply with the procedural filing requirements of Section 

252 of the Act and with the Commission’s Arbitration Rules.  The Swidler CCC noted 

that the failure of VZ-RI to comply with these procedural requirements will cause the 

parties and the Commission to consume valuable time narrowing issues.40  VZ-RI 

responded that this arbitration did comply with Section 252 and with the Commission’s 

Arbitration Rules.  To the extent VZ-RI’s filing did not comply, VZ-RI maintained that 

the arbitration is being conducted pursuant to the TRO.  Also, VZ-RI emphasized the 

unique circumstances of an industry-wide arbitration and stated that a dismissal was a 

draconian remedy.41   

It appears that VZ-RI’s filing did not strictly comply with Section 252 or with the 

Commission Arbitration’s Rules.  However, dismissal on strictly procedural grounds in 

                                                 
38 Conversent’s Comments, p. 8. 
39 Prov. Water Supply Bd. v. P.U.C., 414 A.2d 465, 466 (R.I. 1980). 
40 Swidler CCC’s Motion to Dismiss, pp. 6-9. 
41 VZ-RI’s Opp. to Swidler CCC’s Motion to Dismiss, pp. 5-8. 
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circumstances that could necessitate industry-wide arbitration in ICAs is too drastic a 

remedy.  The CLECs are correct that VZ-RI’s filing failed to narrow the issues.  

Additionally, the filing was not presented in a manner comparable to the recent 

arbitration between VZ-RI and GNAPs in Rhode Island.  As a result, CLECs and the 

Arbitrator will need to expend more time and resources in narrowing and clarifying the 

issues presented for arbitration.  Since VZ-RI failed to strictly comply with the statutory 

and Commission requirements for arbitration, the Arbitrator and the Commission will not 

strictly comply with the statutory requirements for resolving the issues submitted to 

arbitration within a nine-month time frame.  Instead, the Arbitrator and the Commission 

will conclude the arbitration within a reasonable time.  Accordingly, the Swidler CCC’s 

motion to dismiss on procedural grounds is denied without prejudice.  If VZ-RI were to 

insist on an arbitration decision within the strict statutory mandates or in a less than 

reasonable time period, as defined by the Arbitrator or the Commission, this motion will 

be granted and will be applied to all CLECs.42 

To summarize, Sprint’s motion to dismiss, as it relates to itself, is granted on the 

basis that VZ failed to make a good faith effort to negotiate prior to requesting  

arbitration.  The Swidler CCC’s motion to dismiss as it relates to the recent D.C. Circuit 

decision is granted only to those issues that were reversed, remanded and soon to be 

vacated, and this ruling will be applied to all CLECs.  AT&T’s motion to strike VZ-RI’s 

filing to update TRO amendments to ICAs is moot because the Arbitrator, sua sponte, 

struck VZ-RI’s filing because it did not conform with the Arbitrator’s request at the 

procedural conference.  Accordingly, VZ-RI is required to submit, no later than April 15, 

                                                 
42 Of course, VZ-RI is free to withdraw its Petition, attempt negotiations with CLECs and then refile its 
Petition in conformance with Section 252 of the Act and with the Commission’s Rules, at which time, VZ-
RI could receive a decision within the statutory time frame. 
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2004 updated TRO amendments to ICAs removing issues from the arbitration that were 

reversed, remanded and soon to be vacated by the recent D.C. Circuit decision.  If VZ-RI 

does not timely comply with this directive to the satisfaction of the Arbitrator, the 

arbitration is stayed.  Swidler CCC’s motion to dismiss as to routine network 

modifications is granted and VZ-RI is required to submit, no later than April 15, 2004 

updated TRO amendments to ICAs removing the proposed ICA amendments relating to 

routine network modifications from the arbitration.  If VZ-RI does not timely comply 

with this directive to the satisfaction of the Arbitrator, the arbitration is stayed.  Swidler 

CCC’s motion to dismiss on the basis of the Bell Atlantic/GTE Merger Order is denied.  

Swidler CCC’s motion to dismiss on the basis of failure to comply with procedural 

requirements is denied without prejudice. 

For eight long years, almost as long as the legendary Trojan War, the parties have 

litigated issues related to UNEs.  In this war of attrition there are no winners, only losers.  

On the issues raised so far in this arbitration, all the parties have lost on at least one issue.  

Instead of simply litigating through arbitration over the meaning of words, maybe the 

parties should make an effort to negotiate.  Of course, VZ-RI can proceed with what is 

left of its arbitration, but in many ways the petition resembles a wounded soldier left in 

the middle of No Man’s Land.  

Accordingly, it is 

(17802)  ORDERED: 

1. Sprint’s motion to dismiss is granted. 
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2. Swidler CCC’s motion to dismiss is granted as to those issues reversed and 

remanded and soon to be vacated by the recent decision in United States 

Telecom Ass’n v. FCC, Case No. 00-1012 (D.C. Circuit March 2, 2004). 

3. AT&T’s motion to strike is moot because the Arbitrator, sua sponte, struck 

VZ-RI’s filing because it did not conform with the Arbitrator’s request at the 

procedural conference.    

4. VZ-RI must file no later than April 15, 2004, revised, proposed TRO 

amendments to ICAs removing issues from this arbitration relative to those 

TRO provisions reversed, remanded and soon to be vacated by the Court’s 

decision in United States Telecom Ass’n v. FCC, Case No. 00-102 (D.C. 

Circuit March 2, 2004). 

5. Swidler CCC’s motion to dismiss as to routine network modifications is 

granted. 

6. VZ-RI must file, no later than April 15, 2004, revised proposed TRO 

amendments to ICAs removing the issue of routine network modifications 

from this arbitration. 

7. Failure to comply with ordering paragraphs four and six will result in an 

automatic stay to be entered in this arbitration. 

8. Swidler CCC’s motion to dismiss on the basis of the Bell Atlantic/GTE 

Merger Order is denied.   

9. Swidler CCC’s motion to dismiss on procedural grounds is denied without 

prejudice 
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10. Pursuant to Commission Rules Governing Arbitration of Interconnection 

Agreements, within fourteen days of issuance of this Procedural Arbitration 

Decision, parties may submit comments regarding this Procedural Arbitration 

Decision. 

11. Pursuant to Commission Rules Governing Arbitration of Interconnection 

Agreements, within twenty-one days of issuance of this Procedural Arbitration 

Decision, parties may submit reply comments regarding this Procedural 

Arbitration Decision. 

DATED AND EFFECTIVE AT WARWICK, RHODE ISLAND ON APRIL 9,    

2004. 

 

      _____________________________ 
      Steven Frias, Arbitrator 


